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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we describe the work on Chinese multi-dialect 
speech processing. Based on the phonetic analysis of ten Chinese 
dialects, we have created a Chinese super phonetic system for the 
Chinese speech recognition. To exam this phonetic system and 
develop Chinese dialect speech technology, we are building a 
multi-dialect speech corpus, which includes 10 dialect areas and 
2000 speakers. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The research and development of speech processing in China 
was mainly focused on Mandarin (or Putonghua). The Chinese 
government has the policies to encourage every one speaking 
Mandarin. However, the majority of the population says their 
own dialects in the daily life and work. It may need many 
generations to turn Mandarin to be the majority speaking 
language in China. As many speech-processing researchers have 
realized this problem, dialect speech processing is attracting 
more and more attentions recently.  
 
The traditional methods for dialect research, by ear and mouth, 
cannot meet with the needs of processing efficiency and quality. 
For this reason, we are collecting speech data from 10 major 
dialect areas and creating a super phonetic system to support the 
fundamental research on Chinese dialect speech recognition. The 
dialects are selected based on population, culture and economic 
significance, acoustic distance from Mandarin and neighbor 
distribution.  
 
The project of building a multi-dialect Chinese speech database 
is a pioneering endeavor in China. Up to now, the work in this 
area has not yet been carried out in domestic and overseas, 
mainly due to the insufficiency of the applicable data preparation. 
It becomes feasible today because of the pervasive application of 

computer technology in the data collection, transcription, 
comparison and analysis for language materials. 

2. MACHINE READABLE PHONETIC SYMBOL 

2.1 Machine Readable Symbol 
For multilingual and multi-dialect speech research, several 
machine-readable phonetic symbols have been created to 
describe IPA symbols [1]. For example, XSAMPA [2] and 
Worldbet [3] are most widely used symbol sets. In many English 
speech systems, an English character or character-pair is 
introduced to describe an English phoneme, such as ARPAbet 
[4]. In Chinese, apart from PinYin in Mandarin, the Institute of 
Linguistics, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, has created C-
SAMPA [5] (Chinese Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic 
Alphabet) to Mandarin phonetic system based on XSAMPA 
standard. This phonetic symbol set is a reference to create a 
common symbol set for Chinese dialects. But there are 
shortcomings in programming with SAMPA. For instance, some 
of special symbols, such as “\, _, !, …”, can create confusions in 
programming. We need a concise phonetic symbol set for 
Chinese multi-dialect speech processing. 
 
According to the similar phonetic principle as C-SAMPA, we 
have created a phonetic symbol set, named MCIPAbet, for 
Chinese multi-dialect super phonetic system. This symbol set 
comprises the minimum number of phonemes that spans multiple 
dialects. This symbol set is based on following rule: 
 

•  Each phoneme in MCIPAbet makes use of an English 
character-pair and avoids using special characters, such as  
“\, _, !, …”. 

•  The similar phonemes will be clustered into one. For 
instant,  “E” to “�” and “r” to “�”. 
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•  All English characters in MCIPAbat are case 
insensitive. 

•  There are nasalized vowels (in IPA, they are marked as 
“   � ”) in some dialects. We use the character “b” to 
describe nasalization.        

•  In some case, we use the same symbol to describe both 
initial and final for the phoneme that has the same 
pronunciation when acting as initial and final. 

•  We use the character “h” to describe the larynx.  
•  We use the character “x” to describe a phoneme with 

the mark “  �” in IPA. 
Chinese is a tonal language. There are different tone values in 
different dialect. We introduce tone category to describe tones in 
10 dialects. 

 

2.2 MCIPAbet 

The MCIPAbet includes consonant table (Table 1) and vowel 
table (Table 2). Tone is another important characteristics in 
Chinese dialects. There are variable numbers of tones in different 
dialects. For instance, there are 9 tones in Guangzhou dialect, 8 
tones in Xiamen dialect and 4 tones in Beijing dialect (Table 3). 
In table 3, we list 5-degree tone values for each tone in all ten 
dialects. 

 
Consonant 
(IPA) 

Consonant 
(MCIPAbet) 

Consonant 
(IPA) 

Consonant 
(MCIPAbet) 

p pp d� dr 
p� ph � cc 
b bb t� st 
m mm t�� th 
pf pf � sl 
pf� fh � zl 
f ff � nr 
v vv � nl 
t tt � zr 
t� th k kk 
d dd k� kh 
n nn � kg 

 ll � gg 
ts ts h hh 
ts� sh  hr 
s ss x xx 
j jj � rr 
z zz kw kw 
t� tc kw� wh 
t�� ch w ww 

Table 1: Initial Consonant Table 

 

Vowel 
(IPA) 

Vowel Vowel 
(IPA) 

Vowel 

a aa �� qb 
a�  ab �� qh 
a� ah ��� qt 
a�� at u uu 
� ac u�    ub 
��  cb y ix 
�� ch  y� xh 
� ee o oo 
��   eb o� oh 
�� eh 
 oy 
e ef 
�  yb 
e�    fb 
� yh 
e� fh 
��  yt 
e�� ft ��  db  
� ej m mm 
� ek m�  ms 
œ   el m��  mt 
æ� pb n nn 
�r er n�  ns 
i ii �  gg 
� iq �� gs 
�                     iv ��  gt 
�                     iw � or 
��                   wh ø eo 
i� Ih � uw 

Table 2:  Vowel Table 
 
 

No. of 
Tones 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Guang 
zhou 

53 
55 

21 35 23 33 22 5 3 2 

Xiamen 
 

 55 35 53 21 22 32 5 

Taiyuan 11 53 45 2 54 

Nanjing 31 24 212 44 5 
Shanghai 53 35 13 5 1 
Xi’an 21 24 53 44 
Chengdu 55 31 53 13 
Wuhan 55 213 42 35 
Jinan 213 42 55 21 
Beijing 55 35 214 53 

 

Table 3: Tone Values in Ten Dialect Areas 

 



3. A CHINESE SUPER PHONETIC SYSTEM 

3.1 The Phonetic Basis 

The Chinese dialect speech corpus [6] and Chinese Dialect 
Lexicon [7], created by the Institute of Linguistics, Chinese 
academy of Social Sciences, provide reference basis for this 
project. Two aspects have limited the use of these materials for 
creating a super phonetic system. Namely, (1) only 3000-4000 
Chinese characters were assigned pronunciations in each dialect, 
which are far less than the minimum requirement of 6763. (2) 
There are many pronunciation errors in the references.  

3.2 Super Phonetic System 

To describe phonetic systems for 10 Chinese dialects, we first 
created a syllable structure  for each dialect area, which includes 
tonal syllable, the tone patterns and the phoneme components of 
each syllable in form of IPA. Accordingly, another table has also 
created, which maps all Chinese characters to syllables (See 
figure 1). 
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4.1 The Dialect Areas 

In accordance to the actual area division of Chinese dialects, this 
project targets the speech materials recorded at 10 selected 
dialect spots according to: population, economy and diversity. 
The cities selected are as follows: Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, 
Nanjing, Xi’an, Taiyuan, Wuhan, Jinan, Chengdu and Xiamen 
(See figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Chinese Multi-Dialect Map 
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Figure 1: Super Phonetic System 
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ULTI_DIALECT PHONETIC CORPUS 
 script of the multi-dialect speech corpus includes 
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4.2 Speakers 
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dialect were selected from local newspapers, which cover 
different fields and different writing styles.  

Among the 1000 sentences for each dialect, a set of 10 sentences 
(Set B) were designed as a core sentence set which covers the 
most important phonetic characteristics of specific dialect. We 
call the remaining 990 sentences as Set C. 

Each speaker was asked to read 15 sentences from Set A, all 10 
sentences in Set B and 25 different sentences from the rest of 
1000 sentence set from the specified dialect. 

The number of syllables per sentence should be at least 10; the 
average number of syllable per sentence is 15. Each sentence 
must be syntactically complete.  

4.4 Recording 

The data collection is being conducted under a quiet office 
environment using a DAT recorder in cities listed in 4.1. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Super Phonetic System and Speech Recognition 

The multi-dialect speech corpus will be used to train a Chinese 
speech recognition system with a multiple dialect configuration. 
The super phonetic system will be tested by the speech 
recognition procedure.  

5.2 Future Works 
As mentioned above, there exist many errors in character-to-
pronunciation mapping. To correct those errors, we need to 
develop a scientific method to verify, check and correct the 
existing multi-dialect phonetic system. 
Identifying, modifying and correcting super phonetic system are 
a tuff work because we are lack of phonetic basis for multi-
dialect. For example, so far there are about 3000-4000 characters 
with assigned pronunciations in each dialect. Substantial work is 
needed to make the multi-dialect phonetic system covering the 
whole GB code set (6763 Chinese characters).  
There exist reliable rules of sound change between middle 
ancient Chinese and modern Chinese. According to those rules, 
Shanghai Normal University (SHTU) developed a dialect 
analysis tool “TFD” [8], which is useful for this work. With a 
proper initialization, this tool can automatically process each 
dialect phonological system, homonym list, initial and final, and 
the phonetic correspondence between each dialect and middle 
ancient Chinese.   
According to those phonetic correspondences, the exceptional 
sound change, the overlaps of different historical lexis layer (for 
instance, the colloquial and literary pronunciation is in difference 
correspondence) and the fieldwork error or manual work error 
can be sorted out. 
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